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9 July 1979

I

Dear Sir:
In answer to your letter, and in regard to the mineral survey
taken by the Bureau of Mines on those Placer Claims belonging
to my father and I, located on the little Chetco River, in
Sections 13 and 14 T. 39S-R. 10w. w.M, Siskiyou National Forest,
Curry County, Oregon.
The results of this survey, although dissapointing, came as no
surprise since I was present when one of the test samples was
being taken.
I wish I could recall the names of the two young men involved
but I cannot. The sample I witnessed was taken from sluff
that had accumulated over a period of time. When I objected
to this some effort was made to clear away the debris, but the
period of time these two men had to walk the mile up river to our
claims, take their sample and retunn down river was two hours,
they informed me.
After observing the method used to obtain one sample, I can only
assume that all of the samples that consitute the results of this
survey were taken in much the same manner .
We would like to point out that when we received tha initial con
tact from the Bureau of Mines requesting permission to conduct thi
survey of our claims, we believed that the results of the tests
would be the result of an honest, professional effort. We believe
that we had every right to expect that such would be the case.
We knew about what the results of the test should be and believed
that it would enhance our position regarding these claims.
We would further like to point out that at no time were we notifie
of the day that these tests were to be conducted so that we could
be present.
Now we find ourselves saddled with an official government report
which if allowed to stand could cost us a lot of effort to negate.
Please find enclosed a copy of your department~s report along with
a copy of the validating gealogist's report. His report of values
has been consistant with our experience.

If you have any questions plaase do not h -sitate to call on eith r
y father or y elf•

Len a P• th St ta Geotogist in Josephine County, 1 f iliar
with thes claim and h s said if h can an wer any qu stion for
you he will be gl d to do SO•
Sincerely•

United States Department of the Interior
BUREAU OF MINES
£AST SlS MONTGOMER.Y AVENUE
SPOXANE. WASHINGTON !>9207

June 7, 1979

Mr. Melvin W. Peterson
1650 Fish Hatchery Road
Grants Pass, Oregon 97526
Dear Mr. Peterson:
A map of your claim in the Kalmiopsis Wilderness and sample results of
our 1976 and 1978 work are enclosed. If we can answer any questions
about the data, please let us know.
Thank you for your assistance.
Sincere~

.N.Ap%:~~

Western ~~;~~tions Center
Enclosures

